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ICyberSolutions is a world class software development company, provides customized end to end
solution for the IT needs of any organization. ICS specialized in Web Designing, development,
software development, android development, iphone game development, android applications and
Internet Marketing Solutions thereby helping organizations fulfill business goals in a more
professional and economically effective manner. With plethora of experience running throughout this
organization, every project is handled by a team of Experienced Designers, Developers,
Programmers, Content Management and Internet Marketing Experts.  We provide customized
solutions on all major web technologies including ASP, ASP.NET, PHP, Java, C#.net, Flash, image
processing and database development. This allows us to be ideally positioned to create a solution
that perfectly suits your business.

We are complete IT Service Provider Company, offers the complete, comprehensive, highly
qualitative, timely developed and cost effective offshore software solutions. Web development and
designing involves in making a website for Internet, or in some cases Intranet too. We carry out
projects dealing with web application development, ERP Based solutions, Custom Software
development. ICS brings innovation and technology application into the business of client. It
includes the accumulation of website design, client side/server side scripting, web server, content
development, network security and many other requirements of a website. Our experience and
expertise in enterprise web development makes us the most preferred vendor of our global clients.

We make technology an asset for your business not a problem. Our focus is to provide the best
value for our clients by apply the latest technologies and employing mature techniques. We're here
to follow infinite possibilities. We take chances and we exceed expectations. Our job is to make your
business a success and we offer professional and attractive custom Web development with easy
navigation and multi-resolution adjustment. Our team consists of a unique combination of
internationally experienced designers, developers and Internet marketers with senior operational &
marketing experience.

We have optimized development processes and transparent project management to ensure you get
a feature-rich, scalable solution developed on time and budget. Many have no idea how much
money it is required to build a web site. It is actually much cheaper than you think to have a web site
designed for you and placed online. Depending on your budget there are a variety of companies out
there for the job.

SEO play a very important role in keeping your site up on the search engines, when submitted to
various sites, blogs and forums they redirect traffic to your site. We have highly experienced
professional team to research, plan and execute the best solutions for you.

ICS offers a wide range (B2B, B2C, etc.) of e-commerce solutions to let you develop e-shops as
well as invigorate the existing online shopping carts. ICS helps you handle an array of retail and e-
commerce functionalities on your corporate site. ICS has to its credit the development of most
advanced ecommerce solutions present on web.

When looking through different companies there are a few things you should check for. First look at
other work they have done online and see if you like it. Secondly see if they will produce all of the
graphics you need or is that going to be outsourced. Then you need to see if they are going to place
the site online and code it for you. This is an important last part. Many companies in web designing
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charge extra when placing the site online for you.

Thank you for your interest in ICyberSolutions and our products and services. For more information
you can log on to ICyberSolutions.com and call us at: +6(42)507.1515.
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